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About this issue and branch news
written by one of our local mums (p.5)
describing how hard it can be to get
to our Autumn/winter issue of
a decent picuture of all of your NCT
Changing Times.
-group babies together… In this
We are very excited to welcome some
issue, we have 2 birth stories.
new volunteers as well as a new
Benjamin’s and Freya’s stories. Their
Bumps and Babies hosts-team! Thank
mum Alison about her two birth
you so much for coming forward to
experiences and how different they
support the NCT Gloucester branch!
were (p.6). Our cover star is Kathryn
A warm welcome also to our new
M, pregnant with Toby. The photo
members and readers and hello again
was taken by Jonathon W. from
to all our existing and very valued
Photoglow Photography (p. 32).
members! As some of you probably
know, I am not only the Newsletter
Thank you everyone for sharing your
Editor and Branch Co-ordinator for
stories, thoughts, pictures and ideas.
the Gloucester branch but also an
I hope you enjoy or Autumn/winter
antenatal teacher. I am very glad to
issue of Changing Times!
see so many parents-to-be joining our
classes and moving on to our bumps
and babies. I cannot describe how
much I enjoy working as an antenatal Newsletter Editor and
teacher as well all my voluntary roles. Branch Co-ordinator
Me and my family have greatly
benefited from the NCT, I have
made so many great friends and am so
glad that I can give something back
now! If you would like to join our
volunteer team, please let us know.
There is a list of vacancies and
contact details on page 50.

Welcome,

Tina x

Web: www.nct.org.uk/gloucester

In this issue we are very excited
about our Nearly New Table Top Sale
& German Christmas Market (p.13) as
well as about the announcement of
our Baby First Aid Course (p.39). We
have a story about baby photography

www.twitter.com/NCTGloucester
www.facebook.com/GloucesterNCT
www.facebook.com/groups/glosbumps
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National Childbirth Trust
This publication costs £2.00 to produce and is sent for free to our members.
Donations to support our work are welcome.
The information in this newsletter is for the benefit of NCT (National Childbirth Trust) members and
beneficiaries. It may be used only in connection with NCT activities and may not be used for any
commercial purposes. The views and opinions expressed in this newsletter are not necessarily those
of NCT. The information contained in this newsletter should not be reproduced without the editor's
consent in writing.
The appearance of an advertisement in this newsletter does not imply endorsement of the company
or its products by NCT, nor does it constitute a recommendation. However, it is always worth mentioning when replying to an advertisement that you saw it in an NCT newsletter. NCT cannot be held
liable for loss, damage or injury arising out of goods sold through any advertisements in this newsletter. Any discount offered to NCT members by any advertisement is done so entirely at the discretion
of the advertiser.
Our branch is run by volunteers. We are mostly parents with young children working from home
which means we are not always available. Please be considerate of meal/bed times if you telephone
us, and allow a few days for us to respond to emails. This includes our agents such as bra fitters,
valley cushion and pump agents, and also our breastfeeding counsellors and peer supporters.
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Can you get 5 six-months-olds smiling at the same time?
By Kathryn Minchew

I had loads of fun during the photo shoot I had
at 36 weeks pregnant but when the
photographer returned to our home a few
weeks after Toby’s birth for the newborn shots
things were far trickier. Toby wanted to feed
then sleep. Fortunately we also wanted some
pictures of my
stepsons so
Jonathon took them
outside and
captured some
lovely images while
we waited for Toby
to wake up.
Six months
later, Toby was just
about sitting up and
it was definitely time
for some more
photos. I love
Kathryn & James with Toby
Jonathon of
Photoglows
approach to natural
light and encouraging his subjects to just be
themselves but knew it would be impossible to
time Toby’s good mood to a photo session. I
spoke to Jonathon and asked whether he’d do
a group session. He thought it was a great
idea. All I had to do then was convince the
fellow mums from my NCT class that sharing
his sitting fee with me was a great idea. This
wasn’t difficult since they’d all admired the
pictures he’d already taken for me.
The morning of the first shoot Toby
woke up with a rather nasty looking eye. While
attempting to clean it with breast milk (no
simple task), I texted everyone to apologise

and suggest we cancel lest
Toby created a
conjunctivitis outbreak. If
I’m honest I’m not sure it
was conjunctivitis but it’s
best to be careful and well,
I wanted Toby looking his
absolute cutest for the
camera!
The day of the
rearranged shoot was
bright and sunny (oddly, not the ideal weather
for photography according to Jonathon) and
Toby was in a great mood. Jonathon came
and set up and the mums started arriving. It
worked brilliantly as when Toby absolutely
covered himself in his lunch, I didn’t feel bad
running upstairs to give him a quick bath as
Jonathon was occupied with someone else.
We kept rotating so Jonathon was snapping
smiles not tears.
I was feeling mightily pleased with
myself right up until we attempted the group
shot. One baby would not play along; my
baby. He wasn’t hungry, wasn’t thirsty, not
tired or needing a nappy change. He just
didn’t want his photo taking. We stopped and
took a break then tried a few shots with the
mums holding the babies but that didn’t really
work either.
We met a few days later. Jonathon
worked really hard to do a viewing before one
family went on a three week holiday (surely
that is just showing off!). It was fantastic. I’d
enjoyed looking through the pictures after my
previous shoots but it was lovely to see all the
other babies and helping each other choose
which pictures to have. I have just about made
my mind up as to which photo I’m having
blown up to frame in the living room and look
forward to seeing how my friends present their
pictures.
I suspect the perfect group shot is
something of a holy grail (either that or I need
to have some strong words with Toby) but I
think we got a lot out of having the babies
photographed at the same time.
Photos: © Jonathon Watkins, Photoglow Photograpy
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Birth Stories: Benjamin and Freya
By Alison Truelove

Birth No. 1: The little boy who changed his I was mostly sitting on the edge of the sofa,
mind.
leaning into David (who was kneeling on the
floor in front of me) during each contraction.
For a child whose energy astounds me daily, We’d already covered the floor with an old
the first sign that Ben was ready to start the futon mattress, topped with a huge waterproof
journey into the world was surprisingly gentle. sheet (bought from the local DIY superstore!)
I woke up with what I thought were more and then covered with an old sheet. Our
Braxton-Hicks contractions, but as I hauled midwife had dropped off further supplies a
myself over in bed, I felt a small ‘pop’ and couple of weeks earlier, so everything felt
guessed that my waters had broken. Not in ready for the arrival of a baby.
the dramatic gushing way we all imagine, but
with a rather pathetic dribble that would By 9:30am the contractions were only one
continue for many hours yet.
minute apart with each one lasting up to two
minutes. It felt as though the time had flown
My husband, David, and I carefully timed the since I’d woken with the first contractions, and
contractions. They were coming every seven although the labour was, well, hard work, I
minutes or so. As I was planning a home birth, wasn’t experiencing any of the intense pain
and because my waters seemed to have that I’d been expecting by now. The
broken, we decided we should probably call contractions were intensely powerful and took
the on-duty midwife for some advice. It was over every part of my consciousness while
3:45am, and we fully expected to be told to they were happening, but I felt able to cope
hold on for a while yet, but she said she’d be through breathing long and hard until they
round straightaway to see me.
passed. I knew that gas and air was available,
along with the TENS machine I’d hired, but I
On examination I was only between 1-2cm never felt that I wanted them. I had a strong
dilated, so having made sure that the fluid feeling that my body was able to cope, and
from my waters was clear, and that I was that to interfere with my instinctive coping
happy to be left for a while, she disappeared mechanisms was in some way unnatural. I
off into the night telling me to ring her again if think this was helped enormously by the fact
necessary.
that I was happy to be labouring at home. I felt
secure. I was in my own surroundings, well
The contractions got stronger and more looked after by a professional and
regular over the next couple of hours. I was experienced midwife, and everything seemed
surprised at how easily I seemed to cope with to be going well.
them; throughout the second half of the
pregnancy, I had experienced regular Braxton- By midday I was starting to feel the urge to
Hicks contractions, and the real things just felt push, and 45 minutes later a second midwife
like more powerful versions of what I’d was called as it seemed that the birth was
become quite used to feeling. At 7am the on- imminent. I was examined and found to be
call midwife returned to find me
8cms dilated, so I was encouraged to breathe
breathing
through
strong
minute-long through the contractions while the baby’s
contractions that were coming every three heart rate was regularly monitored. He was
minutes. The two minutes of respite between showing no signs of distress, and seemed to
each were quite surreal – I hadn’t expected to be ready to join us.
feel so relaxed between such powerful
contractions.
At 2:45pm I began pushing. To try to maintain
my energy levels I was taking glucose tablets
At 8am the community midwife I’d seen between sips of water, but it was hard to do
throughout my pregnancy arrived. By this time anything other than concentrate on the very
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strong contractions that were doing their best
to push the baby out. I changed positions
frequently – from kneeling, to sitting, to
standing.
But by 4pm there was still no sign of a baby.
The midwives suspected that he was
gradually turning himself in a long rotation into
a less than perfect position for birth. I moved
into a warm bath and continued pushing. I felt
very tired now, but so determined to keep
going. The last thing I wanted was to have to
go into hospital, but it was looking as though
this was exactly what was going to happen. I
got out of the bath and lay on the bed to
prepare for an internal examination. I was told
that I would need the Entonox I’d so far
refused. The first intake made me physically
sick, but soon I was using it effectively, and
the examination proved what the midwives
had thought: the baby had turned even
further, and I was deemed to have an
obstructed labour.
Aware that I wanted to avoid going into
hospital if at all possible, the midwives
decided to leave me turned onto my left side
on the bed for an hour, using the Entonox to
help me resist pushing through the
contractions, giving the baby the chance to
move back into a better position.
He was having none of it, though. He’d made
up his mind, and refused to turn back. One
hour later, at 6pm, although the contractions
were still very strong and regular, my cervix
was beginning to thicken, and the decision
was made to call an ambulance for a transfer
to hospital. I felt an overwhelming
disappointment that my baby wouldn’t be born
at home, but I knew we had to do what was
necessary.

closed so as not to have any visual memories
of being in the ambulance. By keeping my
eyes shut, I remained in my own little world,
dealing with the contractions as they came
and trying to remain calm.
Once in hospital I felt as though I was no
longer in control of the labour. Whether this
was due to a change in the type of care I was
receiving, or whether I subconsciously
decided that after the long afternoon of getting
nowhere I was ready for someone else to take
over, I don’t know. It was probably a bit of
both. I was examined again, confirming the
less-than-ideal position of the baby, and
placed on a CTG monitor. The midwife
decided that there was not enough variation in
the baby’s heart rate around the contractions
and called an obstetrician. A further
examination revealed that the baby’s head
had turned even further, and with no
accelerations
in
heart-rate
around
contractions, I was given two options. The first
was to take a blood sample from the baby’s
scalp to assess whether he was in distress,
and if this proved satisfactory, for me to be put
on Syntocinon for two hours to try to
accelerate labour, followed by a caesarean
delivery if no progress had been made. The
second option was to go straight to theatre for
an emergency caesarean.
Despite my extremely tired and groggy state, I
asked for further explanation about the
concerns they had for the baby, and how likely
it was that option one would lead to a normal
delivery. The obstetrician seemed reluctant to
elaborate on either matter, but I was reluctant
to make such an important decision without
being fully informed of the facts. She wrote in
my notes that I was ‘counselled at great
length’ about the situation, but this was far
from the truth. My husband confirmed
afterwards that she was extremely vague
about the nature of their concerns for the
baby, and I felt that I was making a decision
based mostly on a tone that implied the baby
would possibly be in danger if I didn’t go for
the immediate caesarean.

The ambulance arrived within ten minutes,
and now reliant on the gas and air, I
reluctantly relinquished the mouthpiece in
order to make it down the stairs, before being
reconnected in the ambulance. It was still rush
-hour out on the roads, and I could feel the
vehicle swaying in and out of the streams of
traffic, siren blaring. Although everything felt a The obstetrician obviously wanted to give me
bit hazy due to the gas and air, I remember one more chance of a normal delivery, if it
thinking that I must keep my eyes tightly could be proved that the baby was in no
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immediate distress, but – although no expert –
I felt less than optimistic that a further two
hours would make much difference to the
position of a baby who’d been progressively
spinning his head around for the past eight
hours or so. I also felt that taking drugs to
strengthen
my
already
very
strong
contractions seemed a little odd. With these
reservations in mind, and as further
explanations were not forthcoming from the
‘experts’, I decided to go for the immediate
caesarean.
From then on everything moved quickly. Into
theatre, spinal anaesthetic, and ten minutes
later a healthy baby boy, weighing 8lbs 4oz.
The blood gas report showed that Ben had not
been in any distress, and I will never know if a
couple more hours of labour would have led to
a normal delivery or further complications.

remember clearly holding Ben for the first
time, and I don’t remember exactly when he
first breastfed. I know that he fed easily and as
soon as he was placed near the breast, and I
remember thinking that it felt the most natural
thing to do, but I regret that my memories are
not clearer.
The birth had not gone as I had hoped, but I
had been open to the idea that I would have to
act in the best interests of both myself and the
baby, and had prepared myself for the
possibility of having to go into hospital. I am
happy that I spent the vast majority of my
labour at home, hopeful of giving birth in a
familiar and calm environment. I am convinced
that although I ended up experiencing the
biggest intervention modern medicine can
offer a woman in labour, my feeling of
wellbeing throughout the day contributed to
the lack of stress Ben evidently felt during his
experience of entering the world.

Although I was conscious throughout the
operation, the exhaustion from the day’s
events and the effect of the anaesthetic made
my experience of the actual birth and Read Birth No. 2: The little girl in a hurry on
immediately afterwards very hazy. I don’t page 16.
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About the NCT
NCT is here to support parents. We give them accurate, impartial
information so that they can decide what’s best for their family, and
we introduce them to a network of local parents to gain practical and
emotional support.
Our vision
Our vision is a world in which parents are valued and supported to build a strong society,
believing that a child’s early years significantly impact upon the future they help to shape.
Our charitable purpose

 We offer information and support in pregnancy, birth and early parenthood
 We campaign to improve maternity care and ensure better services and facilities for new
parents

 We aim to give every parent the chance to make informed choices
 We want to make sure that everyone has access to our services and activities
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A midwife for me and my baby
By NCT 2013

Given the choice would any woman opt to
have her baby in the presence of people she
doesn't know? Common sense and research
would suggest not.
Yet of the 2000 women giving birth today,
81% will not be attended at any point in their
labour by a midwife they have met before.
Despite it being widely evidenced and widely
acknowledged that having a known and
trusted midwife with them through pregnancy,
birth and beyond produces the best outcomes
for mothers, babies and their families (and can
save the NHS money) our NHS maternity
services are providing far from this kind of
care for the vast majority of women.
This is failing women and their families, as
well as midwives. And it does not need to be
this way.
A Midwife for Me and my Baby (http://
www.m4m.org.uk) is a new campaign set up
by NCT (National Childbirth Trust), AIMS
(Association for Improvements in Maternity
Services), IMUK (Independent Midwives UK),
ARM (Association of Radical Midwives) and
The Birth I Want. The campaign is gathering
momentum with support from a growing
number of organisations.
Our goal is:
We want every woman to have a midwife that
she can get to know and trust, who can
support her through pregnancy, birth and
beyond, regardless of her circumstances or
where her baby is to be born
There is a factory system of maternity care in
the NHS right now
Most women meet many different midwives
during the course of their maternity care, most
of whom they will meet only once or twice.
Their labour and birth will be watched over by
strangers.
The current NHS system is working against
10 NCT Gloucester - Changing Times -

women and it is working against the midwives
providing the care. Maternity care has evolved
into its current shape, not because the women
using the service ask for it or because the
midwives providing the care want it, but
because policy makers – government have
not created the environment in which a truly
woman-centred system can exist, let alone
flourish.
Why doesn't the factory system work for
women and their babies?
Numerous studies have shown that a woman
who has continuity of care from a midwife she
knows and trusts is more likely to have a
`normal' birth, is less likely to be induced, less
likely to have an episiotomy, an instrumental
delivery or an epidural and is more likely to
have a homebirth and to breastfeed than a
woman who doesn't know her midwife.
This can only be changed by policy makers
removing the barriers in the system
The maternity landscape must change so that
continuity of care is encouraged, incentivised
and nurtured rather than fought against or not
even considered a possibility. Only once
barriers are removed can models of care that
deliver true continuity and a known and
trusted midwife for many more women start to
flourish within the NHS. The system as is,
drives care into hospital, out of the community,
incentivises the wrong things and without
enough midwives to cope with the rising birth
rate, midwives are stretched and pressured to
the max. No time to form relationships let
along provide continuity.
Provision of continuity also fails to grow
because midwives providing this level of
commitment are not paid to do so. In the NHS
they receive the same level of remuneration
as those working shift patterns. They are also
often lacking the management support to
provide continuity and are often expected (on
top of their caseload commitments) to provide
cover when the acute unit is short staffed.

So that every woman can have a known and
trusted midwife caring for her when she has
her baby the government need to:

woman-to-have-a-known-and-trusted-midwifecaring-for-her-during-birth-1

Deliver a baby to your MP

You could also “deliver a baby” to your MP or
1. Remove the barriers to the provision of true Minister of Health.
continuity of carer within the NHS
Baby templates including wording address
2. Create a woman-centred maternity care
and steps “how to deliver a baby” can be
system that provides incentives for continuity found on http://www.m4m.org.uk/
takeActionDeliver.php
3. Properly remunerate midwives who deliver
this kind of care
The devil is in the detail, but first the scene
must be set. And that is where A Midwife for
Me and My Baby comes in.
But to succeed, the campaign needs your
support. Please visit our website http://
www.m4m.org.uk and sign up to support the
campaign. Visit us on facebook: http://
www.facebook.com/Midwife4Me and follow us
on twitter @midwife4me. You can also sign
our petition calling for a known and trusted
midwife for every woman at http://
you.38degrees.org.uk/petitions/for-every-

NCT Gloucester needs your help!
Please join our fantastic and friendly team of
volunteers and help us to keep our branch
going!
If you would like to join us, please contact
Karen K on GlosNCT@gmail.com

www.twitter.com/NCTGloucester
www.facebook.com/GloucesterNCT
www.facebook.com/groups/glosbumps

Advertising in Changing Times
Advertise in our magazine and reach
parents-to-be as well as parents.
Our rates start from £12 (incl, VAT)
Book for a year (3 issues) at a
discounted rate.
Please contact Tina for more details.
GlosNewsletter@nct.org.uk or 0844
243 6138 (Option 3)
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NCT Nearly New Sales - the best place for a bargain!
By NCT 2013

A Nearly New Sale is the perfect place to
stock up on everything you need for your baby
or young child. A lot of the equipment and
clothing people buy new is still in an excellent
condition when it’s no longer needed so you
can grab some quality goods at a fraction of
the original price.
It’s nearly time for our winter Nearly New
Table Top Sale & German Christmas Market
in Churchdown.

an absolute godsend with my son. I wished I’d
got one sooner. I also got a ball popper for £5
(£35 new) and a click clack car track with all
four cars for 50p (£15 new).
Melanie “An astronaut suit that cost £5. We
gave it to my son for Christmas two years
ago. He absolutely loves it and still wears it
regularly.”

We posed the question to NCT members –
what are the best bargains you’ve bagged at
an NCT Nearly New Sale?

Jennie “An immaculate Mamas & Papas
three-wheel buggy for £25, Smart Trike for
£12, LeapPad for £3 and a huge sack of
Megabloks for £8.”

Ali “A £1 all-in-one wet suit by Mothercare.
I’ve passed it down to my second baby boy
now.”

Louise “Loads of Next, Monsoon and Boden
clothes that were a couple of pounds each.
Some only £1.”

Deborah “When I was due with my second I
used the Nearly New Sales to double up on a
few items. To make life easier I had a Moses
basket downstairs as well as upstairs and a
changing mat in two places. At Nearly New
Sale prices I felt I could justify the extra
spend.”

Karin “A beautiful Cinderella dressing up
dress for £2.50. I gave it to my daughter for
Christmas and she didn’t take it off for days!”

Liz “My sister bought a Baby Bjorn sling for £5
back in 2005 which she used for her little girl
and passed on to me. I used it with my three
girls and have now passed it to a friend. I’d
say a very well spent £5!”

Jennie “A complete set of Motherease onesize cloth nappies with boosters, wrappers
and a roll of liners for £12.50 (approx. £250
new). They are now on their second baby!”

Alex “My best buy would be a pushchair for
£5 to take on holiday with us. We ended up
using it for two years as my daughter loved it.

Jo “A Medela Swing Pump for £15!”
Leneh “I got a baby swing for £8 and it was

To sell your nearly new items at our Nearly New Table Top Sale &
German Christmas Market on the 14th December 2013, please visit:
http://bit.ly/18jMycX

Nearly New Table Top Sale &
German Christmas Market on the 14th December 2013, please visit:
To present your business at our
http://bit.ly/19r2tWZ
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A - Z of Relaxation Techniques for Labour
By Tina Gibbs*

Aromatherapy, Acupuncture, Acupressure
and Ask for information: the more you
know, the more relaxed you'll feel, Fresh
air

N

Nestle down in a large pile of pillows or a
huge bean bag. Make some Noise!

Breathe rhythmically, and relax as you
breathe out, have a bath, birth ball, read a
book, bake something

O

Open your pelvis as wide as possible to
help your baby be born, eg: kneel on one
leg with the other out to the side.
Oxygenate by remembering to breathe.
Try sitting On the toilet.

Cuddle your birth partner, use electronic
candles to lower the lighting and change
the mood, change position,
communication, comfort

P

think Positively: 'Each contraction brings
me closer to the birth of my baby'. Use
Pillows and Position. Don't be afraid to ask
for Peace and...

Dance your baby into the world, drink
plenty of fluids, distraction

Q

Question what you don't understand;
being frightened will make the pain worse.
Sometimes its ok to want Quiet too.

Eat carbohydrate-rich foods when you feel
hungry, Empathy and encouragement from
your birth, make the birth environment
yours

R

Read a book, rest, Reflexology can be
Relaxing. Rock your pelvis round and
round and back and forwards with each
contraction. Reassurance from your
partner.

Fan yourself with a small electric fan,
Food! Freedom of movement helps too,
Focus, leaning forward positions

S

Sigh out Slowly with every breath.
Scream, Swear, Sing, Shout! Stand up,
Sway and Shimmy, support, shower,
sleep.

Groan and moan: making a noise is a
great form of pain relief! Use Gravity to
help nature. Guidance

T

Trust your body: you do know how to give
birth! Talk to friends/family, TENS

Hoover, hydrotherapy, staying at home for
as long as possible, hand holding,
husband, Homeopathy, and Hot (but not
too hot) water.

U

Understand the sensation and work with it,
urinate regularly, upright positions,
Understand the treatment being offered; if
you Understand, you can cooperate and
make things easier.

I

Imagine your baby moving down through
your pelvis with every contraction. Ice
packs on your back, ice cream,
intervention

V

Visit the toilet regularly; a full bladder will
slow your labour. Ventilation – keep
breathing! Visualisation

J

Joke with your partner and the midwife;
keep things in perspective! Jiggle and
Juggle, Jigsaw, Jazz (if you like it)

W

Walk around to ease aches and pains and
bring on contraction. Wiggle! Use Water!
Use the Walls to lean on

K

Knowledge, Kisses (from your partner,
Mum, sister, friend). Kneeling positions.

X

Xxxx - more kisses!

L

Listen to music to help you relax. Use Low
Level Lighting and Lots of Love and
Laughter, Loo
Mop the floors, Move to the Music!
Massage

Y

Yoga, Yell, loud and long. Say Yes!

Z

Zzzzzzzzzzz - doze off in between
contractions.

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

M

* adapted from H. Dalarston (2007)+ suggestions, ideas from local course attendees.
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Some benefits of being relaxed (in labour) may be:

Your breathing will be more controlled which means that there will be better oxygen
supply for your baby

The hormones which help your labour to progress will be released more efficiently,
which means that you will have more energy for your baby’s birth as well as your baby
may cope better with labour.

Improves feeing of wellbeing as well as reduces anxieties.

Relaxation may reduce high blood pressure

Visualisation helps to use your imagination in a positive way - sometimes we imagine
things that increase tension and cause stress and anxiety. Using your mind in a
different way on a or regular basis can help to overcome these change your mind's
focus.

Photograph Crafts
Frances Baily

Children find it really comforting to know their place in the world. Here are a few crafts to help
reinforce this.
Memory box
Find an old shoe box and decorate. This can
be done with paint, stickers, wrapping paper
from presents, shells or anything else you can
think of.
Collect items from holidays, trips, etc and put

in the box. These could be tickets, shells,
special stones, leaflets, napkins, etc.
Every so often (when the weather is bad or
child is ill) get the items out and try and
remember where they were from and things
that happened there. A way to remember the
NCT Gloucester - Changing Times - 15

good times.

different, ie eye and hair colour, and how they
fit in.

All about me book
Either buy a cheap note book, or collect
pieces of coloured paper and hole punch them
before threading a ribbon through to join the
pages.
Put the child’s name in big letters on the cover
and allow them to decorate.
On the inside pages keep a record of family,
and major events in their lives, such as
christenings or naming days, holidays, trips,
moving house. This can be done with words
or pictures, photographs or keepsakes.
Each page should be decorated by the child
and will give a development record as well.

Photo fun
There are lots of things you can do with
photographs, new and old.
Firstly you can let your child loose with the
camera, under supervision and see what
fantastic pictures you get.
This leads nicely on to the guess the object
game where you take pictures of objects from
odd angles.
Secondly you can go through old albums and
identify (and laugh at) family members when
they were younger.
Thirdly you can make collages of old
photographs featuring your child, or family, or
Family tree
an event and put it up for a while.
Sketch a drawing of a tree, or download an
These may require the printing of digital
outline from the internet and colour in.
photographs, which can be done at home for
On the tree put small pictures of each member low resolution prints. There are several good
of the family and show how they are linked.
web sites which offer deals on printing digital
You can include family pets and significant
photographs at different times. These
toys to make it more relevant to younger
companies can also print the photographs as
children.
book marks or t shirts or even cake toppings.
Talk about how people look the same and
The possibilities are endless.
Birth No. 2: The little girl in a hurry
Fast forward 22 months, and contractions delivery room.
begin again in the middle of the night at the
end of my second pregnancy. This time they Connected to CTG monitor for continual
are much less strong, and coming only once monitoring as attempting VBAC (Vaginal Birth
an hour. They are soon coming twice an hour, After Caesarian). At midnight examination
but only later in the day begin to strengthen. shows me to be 5-6cm dilated, so assume
By early evening they are coming once every we’ll be here for a while yet. Midwife and
five minutes, lasting one minute, so off we go student midwife in constant attendance,
to hospital. Then they slow down again. After though, and want to artificially break my
being monitored for an hour or so, we get sent waters. Once done, contractions become
home.
much more intense, and 20 minutes later
really want to push. Told to go with it, but at
My in-laws are staying at our house to look the same time they need to insert a cannula
after Ben, and say that they have been unable into a vein in my hand, again because it’s a
to get him properly into his Grobag, so I go VBAC and in case of complications. The
into his room to redress him in his sleep, midwife has two goes and fails. IT REALLY
make sure he’s settled, and go and lie down HURTS. Suddenly I’m forgetting about the
on our bed. WHAM!! BIG contraction. And contractions as I try to deal with the pain in my
another. And another. Have no idea how I’m hand! I want to say, ‘Stop! I don’t need it, I’m
going to get off the bed, let alone into a car about to have the baby!’, but finally an
and back to the hospital. Slight panic. Try to anaesthetist is called and she expertly gets it
stay calm. BREATHE. Finally make it down in.
the stairs and into the car. Hold onto the sides
of the car seat and try to tune into the calming Back to the contractions. Keep pushing. I can
music on the radio. Get to hospital, crawl into feel the baby’s head emerging now, and I’m
16 NCT Gloucester - Changing Times -

told to pant slowly through the next
contraction. A couple more pushes and she’s
out. A perfectly healthy 6lbs 6oz baby girl.
Freya and I were home that afternoon in time
for tea. I felt exhausted from having missed a

couple of nights’ sleep, but thoroughly relieved
that I had avoided a second caesarean
delivery. I would never have imagined that two
labours could have been so different!
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Birth Announcements
Antenatal Teacher: Tina Gibbs
Lara & Robert Ford

Lily Rose

21st March 2013

Rebecca & Justin Scott

Reuben Theo

26th March 2013

Noleen & James Thomas

Edward Charlton

27th March 2013

Jessica Norris

Ivy Olivia

12th April 2013

Nicky & Rob Newton

Toby William

14th April 2013

Caroline Rich & Ben Little

Sebastian

14th April 2013

Katherine & Daniel Crowley

Arthur George

27th April 2013

Laura & James Barwell

Evie Rose

14th May 2013

Josie & Dale Boughton

Riley James

17th May 2013

Emma & Grant Holdaway

Isolde Ruth

19th May 2013

Carolyn Pollard & Daniel Hammond

Jack Oliver

24th May 2013

Clare & Chris Hargraves

Isabel

24th May 2013

Natalie & Stephen Taylor-Pockett

Ana Mai

29th May 2013

Claire & Martin Campbell

Ben

31st May 2013

Jacqueline & Kevin Mannion

Ethan John Patrick

1st June 2013

Helen & Simon Mcdonald

Jack William

3rd June 2013

Shannon & Dave Witts

Skyla Michaela

15th June 2013

Kate Avery & Daniel Bradbury

Skye

28th June 2013

Lianna Bullingham & Chris Bowden

Tily Amber-Rose

1st July 2013

Rachael Smith & Ian Linton

Max Andrew

27th July 2013

Antenatal Teacher: Tina Gibbs

Antenatal Teacher: Marianne Orr
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Antenatal Teacher: Tina Gibbs
Sarah & Darren Woodward

Dylan James

29th June 2013

Jane & Richard Holmes

Oliver James

9th July 2013

Caz & Kurt Adams

Jack Thomas

15th July 2013

Elisa & Dominic Le Prevost

Raphael

23rd July 2013

Naomi & Robin Johnson

Gregory Joshua

31st July 2013

Haylie Watts & Steve Hammill

Ella Louise

1st August 2013

Sinead Barker & Alister Sibley

Elizabeth Dorothy

6th August 2013

Congratulations and welcome
Pumpkin Pie

By Sarah Martin, Mum to Amelie & George.

Ingredients
4oz/ 100g shortcrust pastry or ready prepared pastry case
2lb/ 900g fresh pumpkin
2oz/ 50g butter
4oz/ 100g caster sugar
½ level teaspoon salt
½ level teaspoon ground cinnamon
¼ level teaspoon ground nutmeg
¼ level teaspoon ground cloves
3 eggs lightly beaten
5 fl.oz/ 150ml single cream
If you don’t have the individual spices then they can be substituted i.e. 1 teaspoon mixed spice.
Method
Pre-heat the oven to 200ºC / 400ºF / Gas mark 6
If using fresh pastry, roll out to line 8 inch pie dish or flan ring. Set aside.
Scoop out any seeds from the pieces of pumpkin and cut away the outer skin.
Chop the pumpkin into small chunks and place in a saucepan with the butter.
Put on a low heat, cover with a lid and cook gently until the pumpkin is soft and resembles
shed potato.
Take the lid off near the end of the cooking as the pumpkin releases lots of fluid which needs
to evaporate.
Blend the pumpkin in a food processor or simply mash it to make a smooth purée.
Add the sugar, salt, cinnamon, nutmeg, cloves, eggs and cream then mix well.
Pour the mixture into the pie dish and place in the oven for approximately 40 minutes, or until
the mixture has set.
Serve warm or cold.
NCT Gloucester - Changing Times - 19
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Winchcombe Bishops Cleeve Charlton Kings

Cathy Perry
01242 602746 or 07503931991
Cathy@boogiebeat.co.uk
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What’s on
Relax, stretch and
breathe classes
Mondays in Brockworth
Contact Gillian

07957 384780 or
gillian_merrett@yahoo.co.uk
for more information and reserve a
place.
Please see also page 16 of
this magazine.

Tuesdays 10:30 to 12 noon
at Salvation Army Hall,
Eastgate Street, Gloucester
www.facebook.com/groups/
glosbumps/

Breakfast
Club
Every 1st Monday of the
month

10-11:30am at Toby Carvery,
Brockworth, GL3 4PH

6th November, 7:00-9:30pm

All-you-can-eat full English breakfast for £3.99

Quedgeley Community Centre,
School Lane, Gloucester, GL24PJ
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Advertorial

Mini Moments
Mini Moments is run and owned by Emma Whitehouse with a main aim of providing
parents with a local non-franchised company who is committed to providing quality
courses, which include Baby Massage, Baby Yoga and Rhythm Kids®. Emma has two
sons and appreciates that becoming a new mum or dad can be a challenging yet
rewarding time.
All of the three courses that Mini Moments offer for
babies are activities that empower parents and allow
them to take time out of their lives to relax and spend
quality focused time with their new little ones. Alongside
enhancing and nurturing the bond between you and your
baby, the courses also support your baby’s health and
development – there are many benefits, which include
digestion, circulation, skin condition, strength, balance,
brain development, language, coordination and can also
help with colic, eczema, teething and establishing a
routine. Emma is also specialist trained in Infant Massage for Premature and Special Needs
Babies and is proud to be able to support all families.
Mini Moments classes are taught in small, intimate groups. This provides quality time for
learning, relaxation, reflection, support and the building of friendships with other parents. As
well as scheduled courses, Mini Moments can tailor courses to suit your needs through Oneto-One or Private Group sessions – this option enables a specific group of parents to do the
course together.

Baby Massage
Baby Massage enhances and nurtures the bond between
parent and baby as well as having many health benefits
such as: digestion, skin conditions, teething and helping to
establish a routine. Over 5 or 6 weekly 1½ hour sessions
you will learn how to massage safely by being taught in
small, intimate groups. The sessions include demonstrations
and practice of massage strokes, relaxation and reflection
time.
“My little boy and I really enjoyed the Baby Massage course. Emma provided a safe and warm
environment for my boy and I to bond and to learn the various massage strokes and the
accompanying songs. Her ways were always gentle and encouraging, and never judging.
Emma brings along her many years of teaching experience, her knowledge on baby subjects
and an obvious love for babies. We are going to love continuing onto the next course, but will
always be remembering the very special time that was given to us on this one. The only thing I
regret is that I hadn't done the course with my daughter when she was little. But as Emma
says: it is never too late to start massaging your child. I might even give that a go! Thank you
Emma!”
Alexandra, Mum of Rohan
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Baby Yoga
Baby Yoga supports your relaxation and your baby’s
physical and psychological development and
introduction to gentle yoga - perfect to develop
strength, balance and coordination ready for crawling
and walking. Over 5 or 6 weekly 1½ hour sessions
Pranyama breathing techniques, stretches based on
Hatha Yoga and facilitated baby exercises based on
both Hatha and Astanga Yoga will be taught in small,
intimate groups alongside time for relaxation, reflection
and special bonding time with your baby.
“As a second time mum I find it really difficult to fit in quality time with my baby. Baby Yoga with
Mini Moments has proved to be an oasis of calm in a manic week; a time to focus on Samuel
and enjoy him without any distractions.
Emma made me feel at ease and relaxed during the session regardless of the mood that
Samuel was in, and both Samuel and I really enjoyed the time. I highly recommend these
sessions to any mum trying to find a way to connect with her baby.”
Helen, Mum of Samuel

Rhythm Kids®
Rhythm Kids® Shufflers, Movers and Groovers are separate
courses based around simple yoga moves. The programme
begins with babies (3 months) learning yoga exercises with
lots of rhymes and songs, progressing on to relaxed and
then more structured sessions that are themed and linked to
the EYFS. Both include lots of movement, simple yoga,
rhythm and rhyme and a lot of fun!!!

“Rhythm Kids was a fun experience for
both me and my 7 month old son. It
combines favourite nursery rhymes with
some new songs to learn and yoga moves
for both him & I -lots to take home with me
to carry on the fun. Emma is a great
teacher and I loved the sessions and my
son obviously did too – I’m really sad it’s
the end of the course!”
Louise, Mum of Austin
The courses are all taught by Emma. She
is an Accredited Member of The Guild for
Sensory Development and IPTI. Emma has a BSc (Hons) in Biology, enhanced DBS (formerly
CRB) certificate and is a qualified teacher (PGCE) with over 12 years of experience in
education and adult coaching. Emma also provides Birth and Postnatal Doula support and will
be teaching Birthlight Pregnancy and Active Birth Yoga from September 2013.
Please see www.minimoments.co.uk for more information, schedules and benefits of all our courses and
email emma@minimoments.co.uk to talk to us about your baby and to find out how we can support and
cater for your family’s needs.
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Promotion to Parents
By Margaret McCartney, GP

As a GP, there are many companies who
contact us to ask for approval or promotion.
For example, we’ve been asked to put leaflets
for stairlift companies or multivitamins in our
waiting room. That’s quite easy to deal with the answer is no. I don’t want to promote one
company over another, and it would be wrong
for me to appear to approve of a particular
commercial product.
But Emma’s Diary subverts this. It’s a
publication which comes stamped with
approval of the Royal College of GPs, my
college. I’m proud to be a member of the
RCGP. At the moment, we have fabulous
female leaders - the chair is Clare Gerada,
who has been outspoken about protecting the
NHS in the recent Health Act, and the
outgoing president, Iona Heath, who has
stood up for good patient care in general
practice and the NHS. Emma’s Diary has
been going on for years - I first came across it
as a trainee GP over a decade ago- and it
does contain useful medical information.
Unfortunately, though, the information is a
small portion of the glossy book, and most of it
is filled with adverts for all kinds of things,
from pushchairs, to clothing and vitamins.

everyone can who wants to can find out about
expensive baby equipment without a bunch of
adverts being given to them by their GP. The
useful information could be given on an app or
via a website - surely there is no need for
Emma’s Diary anymore. I can understand the
original motivation of Emmas Diary as one to
give women good information - but we need to
rethink. GPs have been marginalized in
maternity care - for example, locally there
have been promotions asking women to book
directly with a midwife not their GP. Yet this is
the kind of news which traditionally we as
family doctors have dealt with, and which is
part of a relationship which goes on long after
the birth. We know this relationship helps with
things like vaccinations uptake - and for things
like postnatal depression, it’s useful if a
woman has knowledge of her GP services
already. This isn’t about competition between
midwives and GPs - we need both - but we do
need to be sure we are serving women well.
And that means ditching Emma’s Diary.

It makes me very uncomfortable, mainly
because I worry that because it’s a book with
the RCGP stamp, the products are seen to be
approved of by the college. There is a line in
the book saying this isn’t the case - but I
suspect most women and their families don’t
see that. There is so much pressure on
women to have perfect pregnancies, births
and babies that I fear the advertising load just
infers more about what you are to be wearing
while doing it. The worst is an advert from a
women in high heels and a pale outfit pushing
a pram. Of course, we should feel free to do
so - but the reality for many women (including
myself) is of the early days being an
exhausted struggle and getting out of the
house at all a major achievement.
Supporting women through pregnancy, birth
and motherhood means protecting them from
unnecessary commercial pressures NCT Gloucester - Changing Times - 33

NCT House Swap
By Claire and Lucy

We have just done our first house swap this
summer and thoroughly recommend that
others try this out for their holiday. I certainly
hope to house swap again in the future.
With hindsight, I suppose we were only one
step away from house swap when we paid to
stay in Wendy’s (former Dorking branch antenatal teacher) lovely villa in Spain last year.
House swap wasn’t what we had originally
planned, but with David being out of work,
money was tight. So in April we decided to
forfeit the deposit on the holiday that we had
already booked last year. This would have
been for a flat on the “Royal Mile” in
Edinburgh, so initially I tried to find a house
swap in Edinburgh, for the same dates. I
uploaded photos of our home and posted a
request on the discussion board on the NCT
house swap website, but received no replies.
So I opted for a more pro-active approach,
contacting some of those in or near
Edinburgh.
This stage of the process required
perseverance, as I felt it only polite to try to
contact one person at a time and wait up to a
few days for a response. But after a month, 5
negatives and a number of non-responses, I
struck lucky. Lucy wanted to house swap with
us. I waited a day with bated breath whilst
she confirmed that she could book the leave.
Lucy uploaded photos of her home in
Livingston, which looked great, a good-sized
family home.

months previously, and completed it and
emailed to Lucy. Then Lucy and I chatted on
the phone to finalise details, and Lucy gave
me some top tips re visiting Edinburgh by bus.
We agreed to swap keys via Special Delivery.
Once I received Lucy’s info pack, I then
modified mine, as I realised that I had missed
some points. I gathered together instruction
manuals in case required, along with local
maps. We reduced the amount of food in the
freezer to make space.
Time suddenly started flying by. I was
working a week of night shifts just before the
holiday and not only had to fit in packing, but
spring cleaning the house too. Drawers,
wardrobes, kitchen cupboards were emptied
or rearranged to make space. We had
arranged for the boys to go to their
grandparents a couple of days prior to the
house swap, which was a great idea in terms
of tidying the house.
Finally it was departure day and we were still
cleaning the house and doing several loads of
washing. Eventually we were ready to leave
late afternoon. We drove to Shrewsbury to
stay overnight and pick up the boys.

The next morning we set off, stopping several
times en-route about every 90 minutes,
making it a long journey to Scotland.
Unfortunately the weather seemed to be
deteriorating with heavy rain. As we neared
Livingston, we reminded the boys to respect
others’ possessions and of house rules. We
easily found our destination thanks to Lucy’s
We were both first time swappers, so an initial helpful directions and our sat nav.
flurry of emails followed to sort out the finer
details. We exchanged addresses and
Whilst we were unloading the car, the boys
contact numbers. Yes we would swap bed
quickly explored the house and decided who
linen and towels. We would each do an
would sleep in which bedroom. They were
internet groceries shop the day before arrival. delighted to have lots of different toys to play
I started writing an information pack and
with. And I was very glad that we didn’t have
collecting leaflets on local attractions.
to go shopping – the internet order was a
great idea. But after hours cooped up in the
car, it proved impossible to get two very
A couple of weeks beforehand, I dug out the
excited boys to sleep. Later that evening it
info pack I had enthusiastically started 2
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was good to hear that Lucy was equally
pleased with our house as we were with
theirs.
Weather was still bad the next day, so we
spent a leisurely morning in the house and
drove to Edinburgh after lunch. There we
bought weekly bus tickets, picked up a guide
to Fringe events and were just watching a
“Yoda” street performer (boys are huge Star
Wars fans) when someone offered us free
tickets to Icarus, at 5:30pm that day. We
accepted these (£36 worth when I checked
later) and thoroughly enjoyed the show. The
boys sat still throughout it, mesmerised by the
acrobatics. A great start to the holiday.
We quickly got used to which cupboards to
find what in, although initially it took a while to
locate the hairdryer and oven gloves. And
David couldn’t find the potato masher, as it
was a different design to what we were used
to, but I had seen that type previously at a
Pampered Chef party. And after using it, I
want one too.

The boys were mostly very good about
respecting others’ possessions, but I was
mortified when Jacob had a wee wee accident
on the lounge carpet. I cleaned it up and
apologetically let Lucy know, offering to pay
for the carpet to be cleaned professionally,
which she declined.
All too soon it was the end of a lovely fortnight.
Packing, cleaning, hoovering and washing to
ensure the house was as clean as when we
arrived. Money was left to reimburse Lucy
who had to buy a new gas cylinder for our
bbq, which had run out whilst they were using
it. Finally we were ready to leave late morning
and keys were dropped back through the
letterbox. Although it was rather chilly, we
climbed into the car in shorts, as we had
heard that we were returning to a heatwave.
It was an even longer journey back home, as
we did the full distance in one day, again with
regular stops. But for the first time, we
completed a holiday with no instances of
travel sickness on either journey, which was a
big bonus. However Jacob slept for a couple
of hours on the way back, which was great at
the time, but not so fun, when he didn’t fall
asleep that night until after 11pm.

Hurrah the sun came out on the Monday for
most of the rest of the holiday, so the boys
were able to have fun with with the garden
toys and at the local playground. Which was a
lot less stressful than when we tried to keep
We arrived back to an equally clean house
an eye on them both in Princes Street
with dry washing on the line. A very welcome
Gardens in Edinburgh amongst over 100 other sight indeed.
kids.
We had a great time with lots of trips to
Edinburgh. We also visited Summerlee
Museum, near Glasgow, which we found out
about from the leaflets that Lucy had left for
us. And of course a trip to the beach at
Musselburgh, so the boys could splash in the
sea. We kept within a tight budget, taking a
picnic lunch each day, and doing free or
cheap activities, but had great fun.
We had responsibility for feeding the fish
whilst we were staying, but one day we got
back to find the largest fish floating at the top.
I dealt with disposal and sadly contacted Lucy
to let her know.

Thank you Lucy, Kel, Niamh and Oliver for
sharing your lovely house with us. We would
love to swap with you again sometime.
And for anyone who thinks they would like to
try house swap out, then go ahead and
register at http://ncthouseswap.ning.com

Lucy’s story
We thought about House Swapping a few
years ago. My husband works a lot in London
and whilst we have a family holiday in the
summer, the children don't get to see him that
much if he is away. My idea was that we
would swap our house for one near Heathrow
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in August. That way we would get to see
Daddy more, probably have better weather
and also get to catch up with lots of friends. I
uploaded our house to the register, said we
were looking for London in August (the carrot
being that the Edinburgh Festival is on up
here then and people might want to come for
that) and sat back and waited. I received
replies from a few but none lived in or near
London and none for August….. a year went
by and then Claire emailed me. Her house is
just the south side of the M25 near
Dorking. Fab! Trains to London, great
weather, outdoor swimming at
Hampton…..You're On!!
We emailed each other and sorted out an
agreement about what we would each do and
provide. We also wrote a crib sheet of the
house and the local area. I went to the local
tourist office and picked up lots of leaflets
about what was on (although couldn't find a
copy of the Fringe Mag….).

arranged mutual grocery deliveries to arrive
before we left our houses so I set about
making tea (and feeling slightly mortified that
Claire had put all ours away and I had left her
cupboard items on the side in our kitchen sorry!!).
The children went to bed no bother and Kel
and I sat down with a glass of wine to go
through all the leaflets and flyers that had
been left for us. We know quite a few people
in the area and have family in London so we
had a lot to do!
We had a brilliant 2 weeks away and the
weather was amazing - a real summer
holiday. Time came to leave and we blitzed
the house back to the state it was when we
arrived. When we arrived home our house
was the way we left it - amazingly tidy and
clean!
We would definitely house swap again, it was
a free holiday and when combined with Tesco
Clubcard vouchers you don't even have to pay
for the days out - genius!

The day arrived and (finally after hours of final
tidying!) we drove south very excited about
our London holiday. We have been promising
the children for a long time that we could go
House Swap Positives:
and visit the London "ear" (toddler mistake
that we have kept going as makes me
You have to spring clean your house, no
giggle!).
procrastinating!
Very cheap holiday
This was our first house swap and we had
Home from home
tidied and cleared (most) of our clutter before fish/small animals etc fed whilst you are away
leaving. Not a usual event before a holiday
(total forgiveness for the fish death Claire!!!)
but the house was the tidiest it had been in
plants watered
years! At the back of our minds were
comments from friends that our house could
House Swap Negatives
be ransacked whilst we were away but
tempered with the fact that we had keys to
The worry that you might be swapping with
their house we rationalised that we would be
someone who will not look after your things
fine. The NCT register has only had one real A disaster in your house that needs you to
problem with a swap in all the time that it has deal with it, rather than enjoy your holiday
run so you would have to be very
Worry that you might damage the house that
unlucky. We had chatted to Claire before
you are staying in
swapping and thought that they sounded like
Having to clear out space in your house for
a lovely family so were happy to go for it.
someone else, not easy sometimes if your
house is full!
On arrival at Claire's house, we were really
happy. She has a lovely big house which the What would I do differently next time:
children were pleased to find had a play
room! We left them to it and explored upstairs Make more room in our house for our
to find where we would be sleeping. We had guests. We really struggled to find extra
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space in wardrobes etc. I am going to change
our advert to 3 bedrooms, 4 may be
available. That way I can earmark the spare
room for storage space. If a family really want
our whole house, we can work out what to do!
Thanks for offering to swap Claire, it was a
brilliant holiday for us!
Happy swapping
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6th November, 7:00-9:30pm
(incl. section on Meningitis)
Quedgeley Community Centre, School Lane, Quedgeley, Gloucester, GL2 4PJ
£25 per person or £45 per couple. Concessionary Rates £10 available, please ask.
To book your place or for more info, please email Nikki on
glosbumps@nct.org.uk or scan the QR code.
www.nct.org.uk/gloucester
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Halloween Activities
Egg box spiders
Materials:
Egg box
Googly eyes or stickers with black spots on
Paints or felt tip pens
String
4 pipe cleaners per spider
Scissors
A bit of preparation from you first:
1) Using scissors separate one cup from the egg box
2) Use a pencil or a sharp pair of scissors to make 4 holes on each side of the base of the egg
cup and one on the top if you wish to hang the spider up
Now it’s safe for your child to take over:
3) Paint or decorate the spider
4) Poke a pipe cleaner through from a hole on one side to the other (these form the legs)
5) Add eyes and a face
6) Thread string through the top of your spider if you want to hang it up
Pumpkin mosaic
This is a nice activity as it is one of the few that you can do with really small children. It mostly
involves tearing paper, something that they will happily do for hours!
Materials:
A pile of magazines that you no longer need. Free ones are good - e.g. Argos catalogues and
brochures that come through your door
Glue
Scissors
Sugar paper or card (the colour doesn’t matter as it will be
covered up)
Black paper or card cut into small triangles for the face
1) First cut the paper or card into a pumpkin shape. I
usually fold the card in two and draw a C shape. Open it
up, smooth out the shape a bit and a stalk and cut.
2) Now you and your child need to tear up lots of pieces of
paper into mosaic type pieces. You need to try to find
mainly oranges, reds and yellows for the body and a
little bit of green for the stalk. The size doesn’t really
matter and often depends on the colours of the image.
For smaller children it’s a good idea to find pages with the right colours first but older
children will be able to find the colours themselves. Don’t worry about a bit of colour
variation, this adds to the effect.
3) Once you’ve done lots of tearing you can start to glue the pieces onto the template. Cover it
all with but remember to use green for the stalk.
4) Glue the black triangles on to form a scary face.
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Other ideas for a Halloween party:
· Musical Trolls/Monsters (musical statues)
· Apple Bobbing
· Pin the tail on the cat/Pin the nose on the witch
· Fill a surgical glove with water, seal and freeze. Float in a bowl
of fruit punch (lots of cranberry juice makes it suitably bloody
looking)
· Count the witches & skeletons. Have lots of witches and
skeletons included in your Halloween décor and ask the
children to count how many they can find. Try to make it a
little tricky to avoid a draw.
· Memory game. Place a selection of Halloween items on a tray,
e.g. spiders, bats etc – you’ll probably get some included in
any decorations you buy. Cover the tray with a tea towel,
uncover for one minute for the children to remember the items.
Divide the children into teams. Have an adult accompany each group to write down the
items that they remember - whichever team remember the most items wins.
· Pass the parcel. When wrapping alternate each layer with a trick or treat and use orange,
red, green and black paper for the layers to be Halloweeny. Use spooky music – you can
buy Halloween CDs nowadays.
- Colouring. There are many more free printable colouring pages just like the one below on the
internet.
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Local
Breastfeeding
Support Groups
Gloucestershire Breastfeeding Supporters’ Network (GBSN) groups:
All groups are free and run by peer supporters. Peer Supporters – local mothers who have breastfed their
own baby and have been through a short training course to learn how to support new mothers – offer support, and easy access to breastfeeding counsellors. There is also an NCT breastfeeding counsellor present
at any of the GBSN groups. If you are pregnant or a breastfeeding mother who wants information, support,
coffee or just a chat then please come along.
We also offer a library of books and videos for you to borrow. Some groups offer nursing bras, feeding
pillows, and Doidy cups for sale. Nearest group for Gloucester:

Churchdown - CRIBS
Thursdays, 9.30 – 11.30am – Church Hall, St John’s Church, Churchdown GL3 2DB
There are 6 more GBSN groups in Gloucestershire (Cheltenham, Dursley, Stroud, Tewkesbury and Cirencester). To find these, please go to www.breastfeedingsupporters.org.uk/about-gbsn/groups/

Breastfeeding Network (BfN) groups:
In some areas BfN Registered Volunteers may help run or may be involved in Breastfeeding Support Centres. These groups are a way of meeting supporters and health professionals who are committed to supporting breastfeeding. They are also a great way to meet other breastfeeding mums!
There are many BfN groups in the Gloucestershire area (GL1, GL2, GL3, GL4, GL15 & GL12). Two of them
are:

The Bartongate baby feeding group: 1-2.30pm on Wednesdays at the Bartongate
Children's Centre on Sinope Street in central Gloucester
Beacon Children’s Centre group, next to Kingsway Primary School, Valley Gardens, Gloucester: 10.00 -11.30am on Thursdays.
To find your nearest BfN group, please go to: http://breastfeedingnetwork.org.uk/breastfeedinggloucestershire.html

What do NCT breastfeeding counsellors do?
Breastfeeding counsellors are trained to help a mother have a rewarding experience of breastfeeding. We understand how difficult and distressing breastfeeding can be when it doesn’t go
well/ We also understand the feelings a mother may experience when she decides she wants
to change to formula feeding, and we can ease the transition to formula if this is what a mither
decides she wants to do. Sometimes, a mother wants to use formula alongside maintaining
some breastfeeding. A breastfeeding counsellor would share information with her, explain what
the impact on breastfeeding might be and also explain ways of using formula which had the
least impact on her choice to breastfeed.
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You are going to be a dad
By NCT 2012

Finding out you’re going to be a dad can
raise a range of emotions. Here we look at
what you might be thinking about.



How involved do you want to be in
caring for the baby?




What kind of dad do you want to be?
What expectations does your partner
have of you as a dad?



Can you cope financially?
Be honest with your partner in talking through
these issues. You will both have concerns
which will become apparent as the due date
approaches. The more honestly you speak
about them, the better prepared you will be as
a couple to tackle them together.
Changing lifestyle
Pregnancy can place new strains on your
relationship. It is a cliché, but your life is about
to change forever. It’s the biggest undertaking
of your life, so try and be clear about your
feelings with each other.
Your outlook could change throughout the
course of the pregnancy. A lot happens in
Talking it through
nine months and your thoughts, feelings and
It is important to talk through your feelings
with your partner about imminent fatherhood, fears will change too. There is a lot of
information to take onboard and a lot of
not least that you are excited. It’s likely that
important decisions to be made. Your support
you will both feel apprehensive about what
counts from the day you discover you are
lies ahead and your partner will need both
your support and confirmation that this is what going to be a dad.
you really want.
For women, change starts immediately, both
physically and in terms of their lifestyle. Your
Expectations
partner needs to look after herself, for
example, by stopping smoking, reducing or
Now is the perfect time to put your cards on
stopping her alcohol intake, and eating
the table about any concerns you may have
about becoming a dad. Expectations can differ healthily. It can be a struggle, but it will be a
lot easier if you try and do the same.
based on your own upbringing and that of
your partner. Parent manuals feature pictures
of happy, smiling families but, for some
The original of this article can be found at:
people, this is has not been their experience. http://www.nct.org.uk/pregnancy/youreYou may want to discuss some of the
going-be-dad
following questions:
The site contains further information, links
For many couples, the discovery that they are
expecting a baby may be the first time they
have seriously discussed what it all means for
them.




What are your main worries?



What will your role be throughout the
pregnancy and beyond?

Do you know enough about what is
going to happen?

as well as related articles about becoming
a dad.
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NCT shared experiences helpline
Have you had a challenging experience
and are willing to support other parents?
Calls to the NCT Shared Experiences
helpline are increasing each month, and
we need more volunteers.

ance that you can come out of the other
side.’ (Erythromelalgia sufferer)

Would you like to volunteer?
We need a large team of volunteers who
can offer a listening ear so that callers
What is the helpline for?
can speak to someone who understands
The NCT Shared Experiences helpline
what they are going through. Volunteers
puts parents in touch with volunteers
generally receive around 10 calls a year,
who have experienced the same specific each call lasting around 20-30 minutes.
difficulties, problems, worries or other
issues. Callers are also given the details To become a helpline volunteer you
for any other relevant charities/support
need to show that you have debriefed
organisations who may be able to help.
your own experience and undertake
training, but you will be fully supported
One of our volunteers Eleanor, whose
by your own Contact Supervisor. And if,
baby had a bowel disorder, said: ‘I want- at some point in the future, being a voled someone to tell me how it was for
unteer no longer suits your personal cirthem, how things would get better, how it cumstances, you can withdraw from
was OK to feel disappointment, frustraworking on the line or take a break.
tion and anger at times. I also wanted
some practical advice on how to cope
If you’ve had a challenging experience
with weaning and potty training.’
during your pregnancy, birth or early
parenthood and would like to volunteer
What do callers say?
on the helpine, please contact Ali Mac‘It was very useful. I found it reassuring
leod, Shared Experiences Helpline Coorto know that things would pass. I felt
dinator, on a_macleod@nct.org.uk or
very isolated and I just wanted to know
call 07525 769962.
that other people had been through it
and sharing it with someone else who
Tell parents about us
had been through it was very very help- We also want you to tell parents that we
ful. My life is a 100% better now, its dra- are there for them. So if you or someone
matic; I hadn’t noticed the change until I you know needs support from the
actually look back. I used to struggle to
Shared Experiences Helpline then
talk about it and feel down after I had
please call 0300 330 0700 Tuesday,
spoken about it. I now have a full time
Wednesday and Thursday, 9am – 3pm
job and my daughter is amazing.’ ( PND (answer machine at all other times), and
sufferer)
you will be put in touch with an NCT volunteer who has had a similar experi‘Contacting the line helped me emotion- ence, and given the details of other releally and took a lot of stress out of the
vant support groups.
pregnancy. I think it was reassuring for
my partner because it helped me and
gave me an outlet somewhere else so it
helped him. She gave me the reassur-

0300 330 0700
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I always wanted to breastfeed my baby...
Rae Lowe

I always intended to breastfeed my baby –
using artificial milk simply wasn’t an option for
me. Before Henry was born, I collected
information and sought advice. I was as well
prepared as I could be. I knew that breast
feeding was a learned skill (for mum and
baby) but I was confident I’d manage relatively
easily. How very wrong I was!
Henry arrived after a very long labour at 9pm
on a Tuesday. We all went to bed at around
1am and we slept for six hours (the longest
stretch he’s managed so far!). He didn’t seem
too interested in feeding for the first day or so.
I wasn’t too bothered by this and just made
sure we had lots of skin-to-skin cuddles. By
Thursday, my milk had come in with no
problems and no engorgement, but feeding
had started to hurt. My midwife assured me
that my latch ‘looked fine’ and there was no
trauma to the nipple.

severe – often leaving me in tears and afraid
to feed. I was convinced Henry’s first words
would be of the four letter variety since every
time he latched on I would swear loudly!
Eventually, after yet another call to the NCT
breast feeding helpline I was referred to a
local breast feeding counsellor. She saved my
sanity and gave me the encouragement and
support to carry on feeding. We tried some
biological nurturing (a technique which
involves lots of skin-to-skin contact to
encourage baby to latch himself onto the
breast) which gave me a pain free feed! She
was also able to help me adjust my latch. I’d
like to say this was a magic solution, but
unfortunately, this isn’t the case. Visiting
certainly helped, but there was still pain that
lasted throughout the feed.

We slowly passed various milestone that mark
the breastfeeding journey when things are
On Friday, feeding was hurting more, so I
meant to get easier – two weeks, four weeks,
went to the local breast feeding support group six weeks..... Things didn’t get easier and I
where once again I was told my latch looked
was really struggling. Many people (including
fine, so I hoped the pain would pass. The pain health professionals unfortunately) suggested
wasn’t just at the start of the feed, but
that I ‘top up’ with formula, but for many
continued all through a feed. Unfortunately
reasons I wanted to avoid the risks associated
feeding got more and more painful over the
with artificial milk for Henry, and to protect his
weekend, with Sunday night being the worst
virgin gut by only giving him human milk.
with both Henry and me in floods of tears and When things got really bad, I did express milk
my poor husband not sure who to comfort
for Henry which gave my nipples a break!
first!
Ideally I would have liked a wet nurse, but
they seem to be hard to come by!
I spoke to Breast Feeding Counsellors via the
NCT helpline many times, and they were
The support I received from friends and breast
wonderful offering support and advice, but
feeding counsellors/experts was really what
unfortunately the pain continued. I visited the
kept me going. I wouldn’t have continued
nearest La Leche League meeting which was without that, and this is part of the reason I am
helpful as it meant I could see a breastfeeding now training to be a Peer Supporter – to be
expert in person who could watch Henry and I able to offer help and support to other breast
feed together. She gave a few pointers which feeding mums.
helped, but didn’t entirely eradicate the
problem.
For me, eight weeks seemed to be the turning
point. From around this point onwards,
During this time the pain when feeding was
feeding seemed to slowly improve. It took a
constant – sometimes it would ease off and I’d while, but eventually I was having more good
hope things were getting better, but then once feeds than bad. Since about three months,
again the pain would intensify. The pain was almost all feeds have been pain free and
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whilst a few are still ‘ouchy’ it’s no where near
as bad as it used to be.
Henry is now seven months old, weighs a
giant 25lbs and is still exclusively breastfed.
He has only ever had human milk. So far he is
showing no interest in solid food, although we
will keep offering it. Despite our rocky and

painful start, I am so pleased to have come
through the other sides. At times I really didn’t
think I’d get through another day of
breastfeeding, now I’m happy to continue for
as long as Henry wants to.

Support and further information
NCT (National Childbirth Trust)
NCT Helpline 0300 330 0700
For practical and emotional support in all areas of pregnancy, birth and early
parenthood including help with feeding
http://www.nct.org.uk
GBSN (Gloucestershire Breastfeeding Supporters’ Network )
All groups have an NCT Breastfeeding Counsellor assigned to them.
http://www.breastfeedingsupporters.org.uk/

La Leche League Great Britain
Helpline: 0845 120 2918
Open 24hrs for mums needing help overnight in those can't wait until morning
situations.
http://www.laleche.org.uk
BfN (The Breastfeeding Network)
http://www.breastfeedingnetwork.org.uk/
BfN Supporterline: 0300 100 0210
List of local breastfeeding support groups: page 14 of this newsletter.

NCT Gloucester needs your help!
Please join our fantastic and friendly team of
volunteers and help us to keep our branch
going!
If you would like to join us, please contact
Karen K on GlosNCT@gmail.com

www.twitter.com/NCTGloucester
www.facebook.com/GloucesterNCT
www.facebook.com/groups/glosbumps
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Contact Caroline
on
bookings3F@nct.org.uk
or
0208 752 2494
www.nct.org.uk/courses
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Help is just a phone call away
Antenatal Teachers
Kate
01531 820 959
Tina
01452 539175
Breastfeeding Counsellors
Elizabeth
01452 813 425
(early evenings)
Sue
01452 305 957
(daytime only)
Home Birth Support
Tina & Nick
01452 539 175

Special care support
Bliss, www.bliss.org.uk
amy_lara_griffiths@yahoo.co.uk - available
for support throughout the county for any
family who have or have had a baby in
special care (regardless of gestation!).
Still Birth Support
SANDS, www.gloucestershiresands.org.uk,
07805950547 & 07805950628
Valley Cushion hire
Sue
0844 243 6138-5

What NCT breastfeeding counsellors do
Breastfeeding counsellors are trained to help a mother have a rewarding experience of
breastfeeding. We understand how difficult and distressing breastfeeding can be when it
doesn’t go well/ We also understand the feelings a mother may experience when she
decides she wants to change to formula feeding, and we can ease the transition to formula
if this is what a mither decides she wants to do. Sometimes, a mother wants to use
formula alongside maintaining some breastfeeding. A breastfeeding counsellor would
share information with her, explain what the impact on breastfeeding might be and also
explain ways of using formula which had the least impact on her choice to breastfeed.

NCT Gloucester needs your help!
Please join our fantastic and friendly team of
volunteers and help us to keep our branch
going!
If you would like to join us, please contact
Karen K on GlosNCT@gmail.com

www.twitter.com/NCTGloucester
www.facebook.com/GloucesterNCT
www.facebook.com/groups/glosbumps
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Get in touch and get involved
Our branch is run by volunteers. We are mostly parents with young children volunteering
from home which means we are not always available. Please be considerate of
meal/bed times if you telephone us, and allow a few days for us to respond
to emails. This includes our agents such as bra fitters, valley cushion
Volunteers
and also our breastfeeding counsellors and peer supporters.

needed!

Branch Contacts
Branch Coordinator

Tina

0844 243 6138 (1)

Treasurer

Karen M

GlosTreasurer@nct.org.uk

Deputy Treasurer

Jean

GlosTreasurer@nct.org.uk

Parent Support Coordinator

Karen K

GlosParents@nct.org.uk

Branch Publicity and Social
Media officer

Karen K

Glos@nct.org.uk

Membership

Yvonne

GlosMembers@nct.org.uk

Event Coordinator

VACANT

NNS Coordinator

VACANT

Course Bookings

Caroline

0208 752 2494

VACANT

Bumps & Babies

GlosNNS@nct.org.uk

Antenatal Teachers

Kate & Tina

Webmaster

Matt

GlosBumps@nct.org.uk
Please see page 41

Branch Newsletter Team
Editor

Tina

GlosNewsletter@nct.org.uk

Co-Editor

VACANT

Advertising

VACANT

0844 243 6138 (3)

Branch Breastfeeding Counsellors
Elizabeth

01452 813425 (eves only)

Sue

01452 305957 (day only)

Tina & Nick

01452 539175

Homebirth Support
NCT Gloucester needs your help!
Please join our fantastic and friendly team of
volunteers and help us to keep our branch
going!
If you would like to join us, please contact
Karen K on GlosNCT@gmail.com
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www.twitter.com/NCTGloucester
www.facebook.com/GloucesterNCT
www.facebook.com/groups/glosbumps

Please tell our advertisers that you saw their advert in the NCT Gloucester Newsletter ‘Changing Times’
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